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Emergency Contacts and Information

Emergency Contacts for Ukrainians

- This [homepage](#) offers information to Ukrainians on transport to and from the borders, safety as well as information on local help and hosting offered by different European countries.

Resources for Ukrainian Refugees and Supporters

- In this [document](#), you can find the most important up to date information and resources for Ukrainian refugees and supporters.
Artists at Risk – Emergency Resources for Artists and Cultural Workers

- Artists at Risk offers emergency resources for artists and cultural workers at risk. This organization has compiled an extensive list for emergency temporary relocation which you can find here. The list is regularly updated. It also contains a full list of humanitarian resources for Ukrainian refugees and other useful lists with relocation, study and work opportunities.
  - If you are an artist or cultural worker seeking relocation and temporary hosting fill in the form here or send an e-mail to ukraine-applications@artistsatrisk.org.
  - If you are an artist or cultural worker at risk of politically motivated threats and persecution please fill in this form instead or send an e-mail to applications@artistsatrisk.org.

Artists at Risk

- **Deadline:** applications are accepted at any time
- **Eligibility:** art-practitioners from all over the world who face sustained persecution, involuntary displacement, unjust imprisonment, torture or ongoing death threats
- **Duration:** AR’s residencies are temporary; Artists at Risk should not be regarded as a government-type guaranteed welfare provider
- **Funding:** AR-Safe Haven Residencies usually include accommodation (and in some cases a studio), and a monthly living grant. Travel, visa and travel-insurance and a limited budget for production and legal costs are also included. Each residency, however, offers different conditions. Some residencies can support families.
  - [Application form for non-Afghan applicants](#)
  - [Application form for Afghan applicants](#)
  - [Application form for Ukrainian applicants](#)
ASEEES Resources for Helping Displaced Scholars from Ukraine

- Together with the newly created International Task Force for Displaced Scholars (ITFDS), ASEEES has published an overview of resources for Helping Displaced Scholars from Ukraine. Contact information: lypark@pitt.edu

Bibliotheca Hertziana – Max Planck Institute for Art History – Art History Fellowships

- **Deadline:** now.
- **Eligibility:** Art historians from Ukraine. Junior and senior researchers, museum curators and art critics are invited to apply for a fellowship.
- **Duration:** up to 1 year. Due to the emergency and the circumstances, the Institute will deal with the administrative framework in the course of the open call.
- **How to apply:** Upload the documents which you have at hand [here](#).

CARA (Council for At-Risk Academics)

- **Deadline:** application can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** CARA supports academics from any country in the world who are forced to flee by the risk of imminent imprisonment, injury or death, and works with them to find them temporary refuge in universities and research institutions until they can one day return home to help rebuild better, safer societies. Both junior and senior researchers are eligible to apply.
- **Duration:** 2 to 3 year awards (as standard)
- **Funding:**
  - CARA checks the background, qualifications and references of applicants;
  - helps to negotiate the placement of researchers;
  - allocates any additional funding needed from its own resources;
  - helps with the visa process and other practical arrangements, both for the applicants and any family members accompanying them.
  - More information in the [funding directory](#)

- [Application information](#)
Center for Urban History of East Central Europe (Центр міської історії)

- The Center for Urban History offers an overview of fellowship and sabbatical opportunities listed per country.

Columbia University Scholarship for Displaced Students

- **Deadline:** Now open. Check the website for details.
- **Eligibility:** Displaced students from anywhere in the world who are unable to complete their higher education. Applicants have to have refugee status living anywhere in the world; have received US asylum or submitted a US asylum application; are in the US under Temporary Protected Status; are Internally Displaced Persons. Displaced Afghan students on Humanitarian Parole or with Special Immigrant Visas are also now eligible for the scholarship. US permanent residents (green card holders, citizens, etc.) are not eligible for the scholarship. There are no age restrictions.
- **Funding:** Depending on the school and degree program, the scholarship may cover up to full tuition, plus the student’s housing and living expenses. For more information see here.
- **How to apply:** For details and the application form visit this webpage.

Czech Academy of Sciences – Institute of Experimental Botany

- **Eligibility:** The Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic plans to help Ukraine by supporting fellowships for university students, postdoctoral fellows and scientists working in the territory of the invaded Ukraine. This Institute joins this action and is ready to host Ukrainian colleagues and support them from their own funds.
- **How to apply:** Please contact vagner@ueb.cas.cz

Digital Defenders Partnership – Incident Emergency Fund

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** Human rights defenders, journalists, activists, or organizations facing digital threats and attacks.
● **Duration:** 4 to 6 months  
● **Funding:** up to 10,000 EUR. Examples of what can be covered:
  o Replacement of hardware or software that has been taken, lost or stolen  
  o Purchase of more secure hard- and/or software and costs related to installation of the new systems  
  o Technical or non-technical activities to respond to urgent issues such as internet blockages  
  o Training or accompaniment on digital or other security issues  
  o Measures to improve physical security  
  o Measures to address the psychological and psychosocial impact of digital threats and attacks  
● **How to apply:** Fill out the secure application form on the [website](#). Here, you can also find more information on the application process and guidelines before applying. By filling out the application form, you will get an account to submit and track the progress of your application.  
● **Contact:** team@digitaldefenders.org

**Euro-Mediterranean Foundation**

● **Deadline:** urgent grant requests are assessed on a rolling basis  
● **Eligibility:** requests for emergency funding are considered when applicants can show that an intervention by the Foundation will help counter threats against their lives and/or those of members of their family and reinforce the visibility and pursuit of their activities at a strategic timing; the request is such that it cannot be fully supported on an emergency basis by another national, regional, or international organization  
● **Funding:** the amount of funding requested may not exceed 5,000 EUR  
● **How to apply:** send your application in a WORD-format to the following email address: grants@emhrf.org. Application form can be downloaded [here](#).

**Fellowships for Ukrainian Researchers at Risk | University of Graz**

● **Deadline:** March 8, 2022  
● **Eligibility:** Ukrainian academics currently under threat due to the Russian invasion; researchers in the field of humanities, law and the fields covered by the overall focus of the Field of Excellence
Funding: monthly stipend of 1250 € and travel costs to Graz of up to 500 €

What else will be provided:

The Visiting Fellows will receive workspace, library access and will be able to participate in the activities of the Field of Excellence “Dimensions of Europeanization”, the Faculties, and participating institutes, as well as the Centre for Southeast European Studies.

The university will cover liability and accident insurance, while health insurance needs to be covered by fellows. Fellows will not be employed by the University of Graz.

Duration: 4 months (March – June)

How to apply: submit a CV and a motivational letter; the fellowship can be taken up immediately after being rewarded

For further questions please contact europeanization@uni-graz.at

Freedom House

Deadline: applications can be submitted at any time

Eligibility: Human rights defenders, civil society organizations and survivors of severe religious persecution

Funding: Freedom House meets the specific needs of each individual or organization (such as legal defense, resilience grants, preventive security training, access to medical treatment.

There are two key emergency assistance funds:

- The Lifeline Embattled CSO Assistance Fund provides emergency financial assistance to civil society organizations under threat or attack and rapid response advocacy and resilience grants to support CSOs in responding to broader threats against civic space. Lifeline is a consortium of 7 international NGOs and receives contributions from a Donor Steering Committee of 19 governments that support democracy and human rights.

- The Dignity for All: LGBTI Assistance Program provides emergency funds to human rights defenders and civil society organizations under threat or attack for their work.

How to apply: to inquire about submitting an application for assistance, please contact info@csolifeline.org
Honest University Lecturers at risk

- **Deadline**: applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility**: Belarusian university lecturers who face persecution for reason of their political persuasion
- **Funding – Material support**:  
  - cash compensation upon dismissal: 1,500 EUR  
  - scholarship for repressed lecturers: 1,500 EUR  
  - food assistance  
  - for material help fill in the [form](#)
- **Funding – Academic support**:  
  - fill in the [form](#)  
  - after confirmation BeSSA mentors will contact you, select a suitable program and tell you about the conditions for admission
- **Legal assistance**

ISPP International Society of Political Psychology

- ISPP’s Scholars Under Threat cannot accept applications to the emergency fund until further notice. However, it is possible to request funds for immediate emergency support for personal living needs (capped at 1000 USD). More information on the [homepage](#).

KONE Foundation – Emergency residencies for Ukrainian artists and art professionals in Finland

- **Deadline**: Open for requests as long as there are available places in the two residencies. The priority is to respond to the urgent need for accommodation for artists and art professionals.
- **Eligibility**: For artists and art professionals who are fleeing from or have been displaced due to the war in Ukraine. Both short and long stays in Finland are provided for individuals and families.
- **Funding**: The residency covers the travel and living costs of the residents. The family residency can be extended to four people. More information can be found on the [website](#).
- **Duration**: 1 week up to 3 months.
• **How to apply**: For information about the available options, please contact the foundation at ukraineaid@hiap.fi

**NAWA – Polish National Agency for Academic Exchange**

- NAWA has started a programme targeting students at risk from Belarus. For more information (in Polish) see the website.

**NEP4Dissent – Emergency Fund for Ukrainian Scholars**

- **Deadline**: now – 15 April 2022
- **Eligibility**: Scholars affiliated to institutions in Ukraine (including but not limited to universities, research centres, museums, galleries, NGOs, etc.) regardless of their current place of residence.
- **Funding**:
  - **Short-Term Scientific Missions**: For scholars who do not reside in Ukraine or plan to travel to cooperate with colleagues participating in NEP4Dissent on topics relevant to the network. Travel grants up to €4,000, depending on the length of the stay.
  - **Virtual Mobility Grants**: For scholars who reside in Ukraine we offer VM grants to support collaboration with colleagues participating in NEP4Dissent in a virtual setting. Examples of collaboration can be found on the website. Support up to €1,500.
- **How to apply**: Send your expression of interest (short email) to info@nep4dissent.eu and they will assist you through the process. For more information on the application process, visit the website.

**Overview of Academic Organizations which support Ukrainian Students and Researchers**

- This database (in Ukrainian) contains information on academic organizations listed per country that support Ukrainian students and researchers.
Overview of Labs and Departments which support Ukrainian scholars

- In this spreadsheet, you can find an extensive list of laboratories and departments which are willing to support Ukrainians scholars. Under “Contact for Whatsapp”, there is a phone number which can be contacted.

Philipp-Schwartz-Initiative (Alexander von Humboldt Foundation)

- **Deadline:** March 18 2022 (for Ukrainian scholars at risk), March 4 2022 (scholars at risk of other nationalities)
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian scholars at risk & researchers of other nationalities who are demonstrably at risk – irrespective of discipline and country of origin – are eligible for sponsorship. At-risk status can be verified either by
  - a residence status in the context of an asylum-granting procedure within the EU that confirms a recognised threat
  - or a credible threat assessment issued by a third party, such as the SAR Network or the Council At-Risk Academics (CARA), within the previous 12 months
  - researchers should have completed a PhD or comparable academic degree;
  - are not yet or have not been resident outside their own country for more than 5 years at the time of application;
  - have the language skills required to successfully conduct their research project;
  - can provide proof of their academic qualifications in the form of relevant publications and
  - have the potential to be integrated into the (academic) employment market
- **Duration:** 24 months, with the possibility of extension by 12 months
- **Funding:** The Philipp Schwartz Initiative enables universities and research institutions in Germany to host researchers at risk on the basis of a full fellowship. Accordingly, host institutions receive funding which is composed of two components:
  - **Fellowship amount:** Sponsorship covers a fixed-amount fellowship or contractual employment. It is earmarked for a period of up to 24 months; application may be made during the initial fellowship period for an extension of up to 12 months in the framework of a co-financing model.
- Allowance for host institution: The host institution receives a lump sum allowance of 20,000 EUR for each individual sponsored.

- Application requirements
- Application documents

Polish Academy of Sciences – Funding for Ukrainian Researchers

- **Deadline:** ongoing until further notice
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian researchers
- **Duration:** up to 3 months, with possibility of extension of necessary
- **Funding:** Expenses related to travel and stay of the Ukrainian scientists in the units of PAS will be covered by PAS.
  - Living expenses: 5000 PLN monthly
  - Travel costs from Ukraine to Poland: up to 1500 PLN
- **How to apply:** Fill out the application form on the website. Contact bwz@pan.pl Or the acting director of the PAS representation center in Kiev Mateusz Bialas (Mateusz.Bialas@pan.pl)

Reporters Respond

- **Deadline:**
  - E-Mail at reportersrespond@freepressunlimited.org. The fund will do the utmost to provide the support as soon as possible. In the most urgent cases, support can be offered within 24 hours.
- **Eligibility:**
  - Media professionals in distress
  - You represent a media organization or you are a media professional practicing individually (i.e. employed or freelance journalists, fixers, bloggers, or other media-related professionals);
  - Your emergency situation is a direct result of your work in journalism;
  - You recognise that this assistance is not structural but provided on an incidental (one-time) basis;
  - You recognise that the aim of our support is to resume your work as soon as possible;
  - Your situation can be confirmed by at least two trusted sources outside of yourself.
- **Funding:**
  - Medical assistance: for injuries sustained in the course of the journalists work;
- Subsistence costs: short term support for journalists who are not able to work, or costs to temporarily flee an unsafe or vulnerable situation;
- Legal defense support: legal representation for journalists facing prosecution, disputable lawsuits, or any other form of legal intimidation related to their work; cover the costs of judicial proceedings; assist media workers that have been arbitrarily detained or imprisoned (and their families);
- Psycho-social support: advice, referral, and funds to seek psychosocial assistance;
- Work provisions: replacement of confiscated or destroyed equipment due to a work-related emergency;
- Family support: temporary support for family members of journalists who are unable to work, who are imprisoned, or who are deceased;
- (Preventive) safety measures: security advice, digital tools such as VPNs for digital protection, PPE protection materials like face masks, and safety equipment like bulletproof vests.

- Application form

**Resources for Human Rights Activists in Danger**

- This extensive database is an initiative of the Forum Solidarity Task Force and contains information on different types of emergency resources for Human Rights Defenders (HRDs), including journalists, artists, lawyers and researchers. The majority of assistance programmes in this database are designed for HRDs from Russia, the EU and the countries belonging to the Commonwealth of Independent States.
- For help and/or questions you can contact solidarity-eu-russia-csf@protonmail.com

**SAV – Slovenian Academy of Science Emergency Housing**

- The Slovenian Academy of Science offers economic help for finding and funding housing for Ukranian scholars and phd-students in Slovakia.
- Contact: ukrainjina@savba.sk

**Science in Exile**

- Science in Exile offers a list of resources, opportunities, organizations and programmes for at-risk, displaced and refugee scientists which can be filtered by category. You can contact the platform at displacedscientists@twas.org
Science For Ukraine

- This [website](#) collects funding and job offers that provide immediate help to Ukrainian scholars. The offers include accommodation and office/lab space. The website offers information for researchers and students and shows opportunities for accommodation and funding.

Scholars at Risk (SAR)

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:**
  - SAR can assist threatened scholars who are seeking short-term positions of refuge or assistance in resuming their academic careers.
  - SAR is the most successful in finding temporary research-based and teaching positions for threatened scholars with PhD degrees and significant teaching and/or research experience at a higher education institution;
  - the positions within SAR-Network are funded by the hosting university in most cases
  - SAR typically does not offer fellowship or research funding
  - due to our focus on offering assistance to threatened scholars (generally professors or academic researchers with academic publications), SAR is not able to offer scholarship support or arrange study opportunities for students
- **Funding:** SAR arranges short-term, temporary research and teaching positions for threatened scholars. It also provides advisory, referral, and career support services for scholars. The positions within the SAR-Network are funded by the hosting university in most cases. SAR typically does not offer fellowship or research funding.
- [Application submission](#)
- Support and funding opportunities offered by the [SAR Switzerland Section](#)

Students at Risk (STAR)

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** Belarusian students who cope with the consequences of the reprisals or have been expelled for reason of their political persuasion
- **Funding – Material support for students:**
- financial assistance for students who were forced to make up for lost class time due to temporary detention
- scholarship compensation
- rental assistance

- **Funding – Material support for expelled students:**
  - lump-sum payment of 200 EUR
  - scholarship compensation lost upon expulsion from university: 400 BYN
  - rental assistance: 1,200 BYN
  - For material help fill in the [form](#)

- **Funding – Academic support:**
  - fill in the [form](#)
  - After confirmation, BeSSA mentors will contact you, select a suitable program and tell you about the conditions for admission; BY Linga Help tutors will help you to improve foreign language skills.

---

**Threatened Scholars Integration Initiative – Open Society University Network**

- **Deadline:** 15 March 2022 (for applications), 15 April 2022 (for nominations)
- **Eligibility:** The category of Threatened Scholar includes: career academics, graduate students, and independent scholars, as well as writers, intellectuals, and artists whose work relates to teaching, learning, research, and the publick mission of higher education, and whose lives or livelihoods are currently at risk.
- **Funding:** TSI offers three types of fellowships
  - *Residential fellows* (residence at a OSUN institution). Funding includes salary, benefits, and support for research and travel, following local standards. This fellowship covers a 2 year period, based on available funding and an evaluation after the first year. There is the possibility of renewal for a third academic year.
  - *Non-Residential fellows* are scholars who cannot or choose not to leave their home countries or who are unable to travel from a third country. They pursue distance academic work online and in coordination with host colleagues. This fellowship covers 1 academic year with the possibility for an additional year, based on available funding and an evaluation by the scholar and the host institution. This stipend is lower than the one for residential fellows.
How to apply: Guidelines for how to apply can be found [here](#). The platform can be contacted [here](#) tsi@opensocietyuniversitynetwork.org.

**TUM-IAS Fellowships for Researchers from the Ukraine**

- **Deadline:** Applications are responded to immediately, meaning the sooner the better
- **Duration:** 6 months
- **Eligibility:** Fellowships are intended for Ukrainian researchers from Ukrainian universities and research institutions, typically on assistant professor level and up. Fellows are welcome to bring dependent family members (e.g. children) with them.
- **Funding:** 25,000€ as a lump sum, meaning the receiver can decide how to spend the money
- **How to apply:** Candidates must be nominated by a TUM professor who will serve as host to the Fellow, which includes granting them access to their office space and laboratories. Contact information is provided on the web-page.

**Volkswagen Stiftung – Gastforschungsprogramm für geflohene ukrainische Wissenschaftler*innen**

- **Deadline:** any time
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian academics who were forced to flee from their country to Germany or will arrive in Germany in the next couple of weeks. The host institution will be a university or research institution in Germany.
- **Duration:** 6 to 12 months
- **Funding:** monthly stipend of 1,500 EUR for PhD candidates / 2,100 EUR for researchers with a PhD doctorate. For additional information please consult the following document [here](#).
- **How to apply:** The application details and requirements are outlined in the following document. Applications have to be submitted on this platform.
SMALL EMERGENCY SCHOLARSHIPS
(LIMITED PLACES)

ENRS – Two paid internships for Ukrainian students (History)
- **Deadline:** 21 March 2022
- **Eligibility:** To paid internships for Ukrainian students currently residing in Poland. Students with a passion for history and interest in an international environment can apply. More detailed requirements can be found [here](#).
- **Duration:** Internships will last 4 months and may start in April or May 2022 (part-time or full-time)
- **Funding:** Remuneration on the basis of a mandate contract. The amount will depend on the individually agreed time of engagement (part- or full-time); employment experience in an international multilingual environment; possibility of participating in interesting projects; skills development; references.
- **How to apply:** For a full overview of the internship look [here](#). To apply, send a CV with a motivation letter to office@enrs.eu

ENRS – Three Fellows from Ukraine (Faculty of Law / Faculty of Humanities)
- **Deadline:** 8 March 2022
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian academics currently under threat. The fellowships are open to Ukrainian citizens and resident in Ukraine at the time of the invasion or directly affected by the war. The fellowships are open for researchers in the fields of humanities, law and the fields covered by the overall focus of the Field of Excellence (read the full offer for more details).
- **Duration:** 4 months (March – June 2022)
- **Funding:** Monthly stipend of 1250 EUR and travel costs to Graz (up to 500 EUR). Provided are also workspace, library access and participation in the activities in the Field of Excellence, the Faculties, participating institutes and the Centre for Southeast European Studies. Covered are also liability and accident insurance. Health insurance needs to be covered by the Fellows. Fellows will not be employed by the University of Graz.
How to apply: Applications should include a CV and a motivation letter. Contact: europeanization@uni-graz.at

Goethe Universität Frankfurt am Main – Stipends for Five Ukraine Historians

-Deadline: Applications can be sent now. There is no formal deadline. For inquiries, contact emich@em.uni-frankfurt.de
-Eligibility: Stipends for five Ukrainian post-doctoral historians in the field of medieval or early modern history with a special interest in religious plurality.
-Funding: Monthly stipend of 3000 EUR.
-Duration: 4 months
-How to apply: There is no formal application procedure. Please contact Prof. Dr. Birgit Emich at emich@em.uni-frankfurt.de. For more information also look here.

HCGES – Haifa Center for German & European Studies

-Deadline: any time.
-Eligibility: The Ukraine Emergency Fellowship is offered to one scientist in Ukraine with a background in Humanities, Social Sciences or Law (with a doctorate). The fellowship holder should work on aspects of modern European history and have a conversational command of English. There is flexibility concerning the scope and area of studies (Europe in its wider dimensions). Preference is given to female scientists who had to flee the country with their children.
-Duration: one year
-Funding: 30.000 USD for the year and travel costs for the flight.
-How to apply: Contact HCGES at hcges@univ.haifa.ac.il

Memory Studies Association – Memory Scholars at Risk

-Deadline: 30 April 2022
-Eligibility: MSA offers funds for two fellowships of 4000 EUR to support memory scholars at risk. MSA is looking for host institutions across the world that would like to provide a place of academic refuge. Such institutions can contact scholars at risk known to them or seek advice from the MSA, which is collecting information on colleagues needing support.
-**How to apply:** Application requirements can be found on the [website](#). The application (one document in pdf) should be sent to the following address: [msafellowship@gmail.com](mailto:msafellowship@gmail.com). For questions please contact Joanna Wawrzyniak at [wawrzyniak@is.uw.edu.pl](mailto:wawrzyniak@is.uw.edu.pl)
FUNDING PER CATEGORY:
SCHOLARS & STUDENTS

Academy in Exile

- **Eligibility:** Scholars who are threatened in their home countries because of their academic or civic engagement for human rights, peace and democracy are offered the opportunity to resume their research abroad.
- **Duration:** Academy in Exile establishes multidisciplinary cohorts of scholars around a unified theme. Long-term fellowships last from 12 to 24 months, short-term emergency stipends last up to 3 months.
- **How to apply:** For inquiries and applications for the current Call for Applications, please exclusively contact academyinexile@uni-due.de

Aleksanteri Institute Fellows Programme

- **Eligibility:** The fellowship is intended for scholars who carry out research in a field relevant to the Aleksanteri Institute’s multidisciplinary research profile on Russia, Eastern Europe, and Eurasia, and whose place of residence is outside Finland. Applicants can be at any career stage but must hold a PhD degree. Grant-holders are required to have an excellent command of English.
- **Duration:** 2 to 3 consecutive months at the Aleksanteri Institute, the Finnish Centre for Russian and Eastern European Studies
- **Funding:** Monthly grant of 3400 EUR to cover expenses related to the stay in Helsinki (not subject to Finnish taxation). Fellows should arrange for their own medical and travel insurance and provide proof of a valid insurance policy when beginning their fellowship term.
- **Calls for proposals are published on the [homepage](#).**

Bibliotheca Hertziana – Max Planck Institute for Art History

- **Deadline:** not stated
- **Eligibility:** Applicants must be Art Historians both Junior and senior researchers, museum curators or art critics from Ukraine
● **Duration:** Fellowship up to 1 year
● **How to apply:** [Application Platform](#)

**CARA (Council for At-Risk Academics)**

- **Deadline:** application can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** CARA supports academics from any country in the world who are forced to flee by the risk of imminent imprisonment, injury or death, and works with them to find them temporary refuge in universities and research institutions until they can one day return home to help rebuild better, safer societies. Both junior and senior researchers are eligible to apply.
- **Duration:** 2 to 3 year awards (as standard)
- **Funding:**
  - CARA checks the background, qualifications and references of applicants;
  - helps to negotiate the placement of researchers;
  - allocates any additional funding needed from its own resources;
  - helps with the visa process and other practical arrangements, both for the applicants and any family members accompanying them.
  - More information in the [funding directory](#)
- **Application information**

**Chance for Science**

- Platform for fled scientists in Germany and German research institutions

**Czech Science Foundation (GACR)**

- **Deadline:** 7 April 2022
- **Eligibility:** On this website you can find several calls for proposals in the area of Standard Projects, EXPRO, Junior Star, Postdoc Individual Fellowship, and International and Lead Agency projects. For details about the various projects, please visit the [website](#).
- The GACR has several initiatives to help Ukrainian scientists at risk. For more information please click [here](#).

**DAAD Research Stays for University Academics and Scientists**
• **Deadline**: June 30, 2022

• **Eligibility**: University teachers and established academics and scientists who have usually completed a doctoral degree and work at a university or research institute in their home country.

• **Duration**: 1 to 3 months. The length of the grant is decided by a selection committee and depends on the project in question and the applicant’s schedule.

• **Funding**:
  - Research stays at state or state-recognized institutions of higher education or non-university research institutes in Germany. A research stay can also take place at several host institutions.
  - Monthly payments of 2000 EUR for assistant teachers, assistant professors and lecturers; 2150 EUR for professors.
  - Travel allowance (unless covered by the home country / another source of funding).
  - In case of a disability or chronic illness: subsidy for additional costs which are not covered by other funding providers.
  - Funding may only be claimed once within three years. Lecture tours or visits to congresses are not funded.

• [Application requirements](#)

• [Application procedure](#)

**DAI - Research Fellowship in Global Archaeology**

• **Deadline**: 29.04.2022

• **Eligibility**: Short-term fellowships for young scholars, specifically targeting Ukrainian scholars at risk.

• **Duration**: 3 months starting from 1st of July 2022

• **Funding**: 2.050.-€ for PostDocs and 1.500.-€ for PreDocs

• **How to apply**: application form for research fellowships

**Deutsch-Ukrainische Akademische Gesellschaft – The Ukraine Network**

• The Ukraine Network offers an overview of funding opportunities on the website. Information on the deadlines, eligibility, duration, funding and application can be found [here](#).
Einstein Guest Researchers and Einstein Junior Scholars

- **Deadline:** An overview of the deadlines can be found [here](#).
- **Eligibility:** The Einstein Foundation is committed to fostering academic freedom and international collaboration. The two programmes are offered on a temporary basis in order to enable international researchers and scientists who are experiencing constraints in their work to come to Berlin to pursue their research without undue restrictions or threats.
  - The programmes are first and foremost directed at researchers and scientists from regions of conflict.
  - They are also directed at researchers and scientists from regions that experience subtle or direct restrictions of research and who look for opportunities to return, migrate or cooperate with countries offering a work environment free of constraints.
  - Applicants who are at an early stage of their career (doctorate gained no longer than 4 or 5 years ago at the time of application) and whose productive stay outside of their home country does not exceed 4 years (times of fleeing not included) can be funded as Einstein Junior Scholars.
  - Scientists or researchers further advanced in their career path (doctorate gained at least more than 4 to 5 years ago at the time of application) and whose productive stay outside of their home country does not exceed 4 years (times of fleeing not included) can be funded as Einstein Guest Researchers.
- **Duration:** max. 2 years
- **Funding:** Funding can be requested in the form of a scholarship, with a maximum of 2100 EUR per month without financing of additional costs. For more detailed information on funding, please consult the [homepage](#).
- **How to apply:** Guidelines for the application as well as an extensive FAQ can be found [here](#). You can also find two contacts under this link.

Fellowships for Ukrainian Researchers at Risk | University of Graz

- **Deadline:** March 8, 2022
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian academics currently under threat due to the Russian invasion; researchers in the field of humanities, law and the fields covered by the overall focus of the Field of Excellence
• **Funding:** monthly stipend of 1250 € and travel costs to Graz of up to 500 €
• **What else will be provided:**
  • The Visiting Fellows will receive workspace, library access and will be able to participate in the activities of the Field of Excellence “Dimensions of Europeanization”, the Faculties, and participating institutes, as well as the Centre for Southeast European Studies.
  • The university will cover liability and accident insurance, while health insurance needs to be covered by fellows. Fellows will not be employed by the University of Graz.
• **Duration:** 4 months (March - June)
• **How to apply:** submit a CV and a motivational letter; the fellowship can be taken up immediately after being rewarded
  • For further questions please contact europeanization(at)uni-graz.at

### FSO Bremen – Hans Koschnick Sonderstipendien for Ukrainian academics

• **Deadline:** any time
• **Eligibility:** PhD candidates, post-doctoral researchers and senior researchers.
• **Funding:** 1.000 EUR per month (with family: 1.500 EUR).
• **Duration:** 1 month
• **How to apply:** Fill out the application in the [application form](#) in English or German and send it to fsov@uni-bremen.de

### Georg Forster Research Fellowship for Experienced Researchers

• **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time; the Selection Committee responsible for reviewing applications to this programme meets every February, June, and October
• **Eligibility:** highly-qualified experienced researchers from a developing or transition country. Doctorate or comparable academic degree (Ph.D., C.Sc. or equivalent) completed less than 12 years prior to the date of application and the research profile can be documented by a comprehensive list of academic publications reviewed according to international standards and printed in journals and/or by publishing houses.
● **Duration**: 6 to 18 months

● **Funding**: The fellowship is worth 3,170 EUR per month. This amount includes a mobility lump sum and payments towards health- and liability insurances.

● **Additional benefits**:
  ○ travel allowance
  ○ language grant
  ○ allowances for accompanying family members
  ○ standard allowance for single parents with children accompanying them
  ○ option to additionally extend the research grant, if the fellow is accompanied by children under the age of 12
  ○ subsidy towards research costs to be paid to the hosts
  ○ Europe allowance
  ○ extensive alumni sponsorship

● **Application requirements**

---

**Georg Forster Research Fellowship for Postdocs**

● **Deadline**: applications are possible at any time; the Selection Committee responsible for reviewing applications to this programme meets every February, June, and October

● **Eligibility**: young, early-career scientists and scholars from [developing or transition countries](#) with outstanding qualifications.

● **Duration**: 6 to 24 months

● **Funding**: The fellowship is worth 2,670 EUR per month. The amount includes a mobility lump sum and payments towards health- and liability insurances.

● **Additional benefits**:
  ○ travel allowance
  ○ language grant
  ○ allowance for accompanying family members
  ○ standard allowance for single parents with children accompanying them
  ○ option to additionally extend the research grant, if the fellow is accompanied by children under the age of 12
  ○ subsidy towards research costs to be paid to the hosts
  ○ Europe allowance
  ○ extensive alumni sponsorship
Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung Scholarship for Doctoral Studies

- **Deadline:** March 1, 2022
- **Eligibility:** international doctoral students from all disciplines
- **Duration:** 3 years as a rule (2 years, may be extended at most by 12 months)
- **Funding:** (Non-EU nationals / Students not educated in Germany): 1,200 EUR per month, plus 100 EUR mobility allowance per month, plus various individual allowances; for scholarship-holders only: funding is available for limited periods spent abroad; funding of tuition fees is not available
- **Language requirements:** for EU and non-EU nationals / Students not educated in Germany: Level B2 or DSH 2 (with certificate)

HessenFonds for refugees and researchers at risk

- **Deadline:** next round of nomination **23th of March, 2022**
- **Eligibility:** Applicants must have the right to apply for asylum or have a recognized refugee status. Also cannot have stayed in Germany for more than 4 years. Must get/or be affiliated with a university in the state of Hessen
- **Duration:** 1 year
- **Funding:** Students: 300 euros/month
  - Doctoral Students: 1150 euros/month
  - Researchers: 2000 euros/month
- **How to apply:** Get in contact with a Hessian University before the nomination deadline of 23th of March.

Honest University Lecturers at risk

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** Belarusian university lecturers who face persecution for reason of their political persuasion
- **Funding – Material support:**
- cash compensation upon dismissal: 1,500 EUR
- scholarship for repressed lecturers: 1,500 EUR
- food assistance
- for material help fill in the form

**Funding – Academic support:**
- fill in the form
- after confirmation BeSSA mentors will contact you, select a suitable program and tell you about the conditions for admission

**Legal assistance**

---

**Humboldt Research Fellowship for Experienced Researchers**

**Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time; the Selection Committee responsible for reviewing applications to this programme meets every March, July, and November

**Eligibility:** highly qualified international scientists and scholars from all disciplines who completed their doctorates less than 12 years ago and wish to spend extended periods of research in Germany are invited to apply.

**Duration:** 6 to 18 months

**Funding:** The fellowship is worth 3,170 EUR per month. The amount includes a mobility lump sum and payments towards health and liability insurances.

**Additional benefits:**
- travel allowance
- language grant
- allowance for accompanying family members
- for single-parent fellows: fixed allowance for accompanying children
- option to extend the research grant, if the fellow is accompanied by children under the age of 12
- research cost allowance
- Europe allowance
- extensive alumni sponsorship

**Application requirements**

---

**Humboldt Research Fellowship for Postdoctoral Researchers**
• **Deadline:** applications are possible at any time; the Selection Committee responsible for reviewing applications to this programme meets every March, July, and November

• **Eligibility:** academics from abroad with above average qualifications, at the beginning of their academic career, with a doctorate awarded no more than 4 years earlier

• **Duration:** 6 to 24 months

• **What can be funded:** The fellowship is worth 2,670 EUR a month. It also includes a mobility lump sum and payments towards health- and liability insurances.

• **Additional benefits:**
  o travel allowance
  o language grant
  o allowance for accompanying family members
  o standard allowance for single parents with children accompanying them
  o option to additionally extend the research grant, if the fellow is accompanied by children under the age of 12
  o research cost allowance
  o Europe allowance
  o extensive alumni sponsorship

• **Application requirements**

### IIE Scholar Rescue Fund

• **Deadline:** The IIE-SRF Selection Committee meets to consider applications and award fellowships on a quarterly basis; applications are accepted at any time throughout the year, though IIE-SRF will establish quarterly deadlines by which a scholar must apply to be considered for a specific selection meeting.

• **Eligibility:** IIE-SRF accepts applications from professors, researchers, and public intellectuals with an established record of published research who face threats and cannot continue their work in their home countries. Please visit the [link](#) for further details on eligibility.

• **Duration:** The IIE-SRF fellowship term typically ranges from 9 to 12 months. The fellowship term is ultimately determined by the needs of hosts and fellows. Fellows are eligible to apply for a renewal of the fellowship for up to one additional year of financial support.

• **Funding:**
  o A year-long research and/or teaching appointment at a higher education institution in a safe location anywhere in the world;
- a fellowship grant of up to $25,000 (most awards are eligible for renewal for a second and final year);
- individual health insurance coverage;
- funding for relocation to the host institution;
- professional development support through resource guides and access to academic networks; CV and cover letter review; letters of reference; career mentorship and advising on post-fellowship opportunities; and (in some cases) financial support for conference attendance and language training;
- opportunities through IIE-SRF or partner events, media, or other venues to share or promote the fellow’s academic work and/or speak about their home country;
- dedicated support from IIE-SRF and its partners – before, during, and after the fellowship.

**Application requirements**

**InSPIREurope – Supporting Researchers at Risk**

- **Eligibility**: InSPIREurope is a Europe-wide initiative to support researchers who are at risk due to discrimination, persecution, suffering or violence. The initiative is hosted at Maynooth University in Ireland and coordinated by Scholars at Risk Europe. The project runs from 1 September 2019 until 31 August 2022.
- **Project website and contact information**

**ISPP International Society of Political Psychology**

- ISPP’s Scholars Under Threat cannot accept applications to the emergency fund until further notice. However, it is possible to request funds for immediate emergency support for personal living needs (capped at 1000 USD). More information on the [homepage](#).

**Paulsen Fellowships**

- **Deadline**: next round of applications will be announced on the website
- **Eligibility**: Early and mid-career historians who are citizens of the Russian Federation employed in Russian academic and educational institutions. Fellowships are open to all historians in Russia who are working on the period from the mid-17th century down to 1918. In other words, it includes both historians of Russian and of other regions of the world.
● **Duration:** 1 to 3 months. Applicants must explain what length of fellowship they need and why.

● **Funding:** Fellowships cover costs for visas, economy travel, accommodation and board, and will reimburse costs for medical insurance. Recipients must provide evidence before leaving Russia that they have acquired medical insurance for their time abroad.

● **How to apply:** contact lh.Paulsen@lse.ac.uk
  
  o Brief statement (not more than 1000 words) statement of the research project, why it is significant and why it requires work in foreign archives and libraries.
  o CV and list of publications
  o Letter in support from a senior academic historian familiar with the applicant and their research.

**PAUSE – Solidarity with Ukraine**

● **Deadline:** anytime

● **Eligibility:** special call for emergency assistance to Ukrainian researchers in danger, to get included in the National French Program. For detailed requirements look [here](#).

● **Duration:** 3 months

● **Funding:** Fellowship covers costs and will be paid as a lump sum depending on number of family members

● **How to apply:** Application requirements can be found here. The application form can be found [here](#).

**NIAS Individual Fellowship**

● **Deadline:** March 15, 2022, 12:00 hrs.

● **Eligibility:**
  
  o Scholars in the humanities and social sciences
  o Mix of Dutch and international scholars
  o Fellows should be available to work in residence at NIAS in Amsterdam.

● **Duration:** 5 to 10 months

● **Funding:**
  
  o NIAS offers accommodation in Amsterdam against a high subsidized rate. Fellows who live outside of the Netherlands or fellows living in the Netherlands who would
need more than 1,5 hour (single journey) from their home to NIAS can apply for NIAS accommodation.

- NIAS covers travel expenses for fellows from outside the Netherlands (international return ticket, up to max. 1500 EUR)
- Fellows can apply for financial support under specific circumstances:
  - Personal stipends are offered to fellows without an affiliation and fellows from outside the Netherlands. Monthly stipend: 2500 EUR per month. The stipend is paid directly to the fellow and should cover essential expenses during the fellowship.
  - Dutch University Grant: Fellows affiliated to Dutch universities who continue to receive their salary can apply for a Dutch University Grant. This grant is meant for Dutch universities only.
  - Additional funding: Additional financial support is available to fellows from low-income countries, who receive a full-time salary below 2500 EUR per month. The details of additional financial support will be a tailor-made agreement between NIAS and the fellow.

- Application requirements

ÖAW (ÖSTERREICHISCHE AKADEMI DER WISSENSCHAFTEN) – JESH Ukraine

- Deadline: Applications are replied to immediately
- Eligibility: Fellowships are granted by the Austrian Academy of Science to Ukrainian citizens who have completed their doctorate/PhD studies, and are affiliated as scientists or scholars with a university or non-university research institution in Ukraine.
- Duration: Up to 4 months with possibility of extension
- Funding: 2.700€ per month
- How to apply: Online Form

Polish Academy of Sciences (PAN)

- Deadline: the call is ongoing until further notice
- Eligibility: Ukrainian researchers from the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
- Duration: up to 3 months
- How to apply:
to apply for funding the units of the PAS submit an application to the International Relation Department of the PAS; application form can be downloaded here

Ukrainian researchers who do not have academic partners in the units of the PAS may contact: International Relation Office of the PAS (bwz@pan.pl) or the Acting Director of the PAS representation center in Kyiv Mateusz Białas (Matesz.Bialas@pal.pl)

Funding:
- living expenses - 5000 PLN monthly
- travel costs from Ukraine to Poland - up to 1500 PLN
- For further requests please contact: bwz@pan.pl

Philipp-Schwartz-Initiative (Alexander von Humboldt Foundation)

- **Deadline:** March 18, 2022 (for Ukrainian scholars at risk), March 4, 2022 (scholars at risk of other nationalities)
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian scholars at risk & researchers of other nationalities who are demonstrably at risk – irrespective of discipline and country of origin – are eligible for sponsorship. At-risk status can be verified either by
  - a residence status in the context of an asylum-granting procedure within the EU that confirms a recognised threat
  - or a credible threat assessment issued by a third party, such as the SAR Network or the Council At-Risk Academics (CARA), within the previous 12 months
  - researchers should have completed a PhD or comparable academic degree;
  - are not yet or have not been resident outside their own country for more than 5 years at the time of application;
  - have the language skills required to successfully conduct their research project;
  - can provide proof of their academic qualifications in the form of relevant publications and
  - have the potential to be integrated into the (academic) employment market
- **Duration:** 24 months, with the possibility of extension by 12 months
- **Funding:** The Philipp Schwartz Initiative enables universities and research institutions in Germany to host researchers at risk on the basis of a full fellowship. Accordingly, host institutions receive funding which is composed of two components:
  - **Fellowship amount:** Sponsorship covers a fixed-amount fellowship or contractual employment. It is earmarked for a period of up to 24 months; application may be
made during the initial fellowship period for an extension of up to 12 months in the framework of a co-financing model.

- **Allowance for host institution:** The host institution receives a lump sum allowance of 20,000 EUR for each individual sponsored.

- **Application requirements**
- **Application documents**

### Reagan-Fascell Democracy Fellowship (NED)

- **Deadline:** next application will be open Summer 2022
- **Eligibility:**
  - demonstrate proficiency in the English language;
  - propose a project focusing on the political, social, economic, legal or cultural aspects of democratic development;
  - be available to work in residence at the International Forum for Democratic Studies in Washington, D.C. during the 5-month fellowship period (October 1–February 28 or March 1–July 31)
  - possess a doctorate at the time of application
  - have a proven record of publications in your own field
  - have developed a detailed research outline for your fellowship project
- **Duration:** 5 months
- **Funding:**
  - Each fellow receives a monthly stipend for living expenses, plus basic health insurance and roundtrip travel to and from Washington, D.C., at the beginning and end of the fellowship period.
  - Fellowship payments are calculated to cover the cost of a short-term, furnished rental apartment, plus “cost of living” for food, local transportation, and other necessities.
  - Fellows are provided with a fully equipped office, plus a limited budget for long-distance phone calls and professional travel within the United States.
  - Please note that fellows who wish to bring family members with them to Washington, D.C., will be expected to cover the costs of their dependents’ roundtrip travel and stay within the United States.
- **How to apply:** in order to apply first create an account through the [online portal](#). Click on the link for detailed instructions. Once you have set up an account, submit following documents in English:
Research fellowships Researchers at risk from Ukraine – University of Tübingen

- **Deadline:** any time.
- **Eligibility:** Researchers (postdoc and beyond) from Ukraine. All fields of research. In exceptional cases, PhD candidates can also apply for a bridging fellowship.
- **Funding:**
  - PhD fellowship: 1.468 EUR per month
  - Postdoc fellowship: 2.350 EUR per month
  - W2 fellowships: 2.650 EUR per month
  - W3 fellowships: 3.150 EUR per month
  - Also included are travel expenses (up to 1.500 EUR) and monthly child benefits.
- **Duration:** up to 12 months
- **How to apply:** For an overview of the application requirements look [here](#). Applications should be send to this address: international.research@uni-tuebingen.de

Scholars at Risk (SAR)

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:**
  - SAR can assist threatened scholars who are seeking short-term positions of refuge or assistance in resuming their academic careers.
  - SAR is the most successful in finding temporary research-based and teaching positions for threatened scholars with PhD degrees and significant teaching and/or research experience at a higher education institution;
  - the positions within SAR-Network are funded by the hosting university in most cases
  - SAR typically does not offer fellowship or research funding
  - due to our focus on offering assistance to threatened scholars (generally professors or academic researchers with academic publications), SAR is not able to offer scholarship support or arrange study opportunities for students
- **Funding**: SAR arranges short-term, temporary research and teaching positions for threatened scholars. It also provides advisory, referral, and career support services for scholars. The positions within the SAR-Network are funded by the hosting university in most cases. SAR typically does not offer fellowship or research funding.
  - [Application submission](#)
  - Support and funding opportunities offered by the [SAR Switzerland Section](#)

**Science4refugees - EURAXESS**

- **Eligibility**: An EU-developed job portal specifically targeting scholars in refuge. Also offers different resources such as mentors for finding a job.
  - [Homepage](#)

**Students at Risk**

- **Deadline**: applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility**: Belarusian students who cope with the consequences of the reprisals or have been expelled for reason of their political persuasion
- **Funding – Material support for students**:  
  - financial assistance for students who were forced to make up for lost class time due to temporary detention  
  - scholarship compensation  
  - rental assistance
- **Funding – Material support for expelled students**:  
  - lump-sum payment of 200 EUR  
  - scholarship compensation lost upon expulsion from university: 400 BYN  
  - rental assistance: 1,200 BYN  
  - For material help fill in the [form](#)
- **Funding – Academic support**:  
  - fill in the [form](#)  
  - After confirmation, BeSSA mentors will contact you, select a suitable program and tell you about the conditions for admission; BY Linga Help tutors will help you to improve foreign language skills.
Students at Risk – Hilde Domin Programme

- **Deadline:**
  - **Nominations:** until 15 March 2022
  - **Application period:** 16 March – 29 April 2022
  - **Announcement of results:** from 27 June 2022 onwards

- **Eligibility:** Students and doctoral candidates worldwide (except for countries in the EU, EEA and EFTA) who are at risk of being formally or de facto denied educational rights in their country of original, due to their ethnic, sexual, gender or religious identity and/or their political or civic engagement. Students and doctoral candidates from all academic disciplines can be nominated, apart from human medicine, dentistry and veterinary medicine. More detailed requirements can be found on the [homepage](#).

- **Funding:**
  - a monthly scholarship payment of 861 EUR for Bachelor and master students, 1200 EUR for doctoral candidates
  - health, accident and personal liability insurance cover
  - a travel allowance based on your country of origin resp. present residence
  - participation in a preparatory German language course (of 2, 4 or 6 months)
  - additional financial benefits

- **Duration:**
  - Bachelor’s degree: up to 48 months
  - Master’s degree: up to 24 months
  - Doctoral degree: up to 48 months

- **How to apply:** Candidates cannot apply themselves, but are nominated by the management (presidiums/rectorates) of an institution or organization which is a legal entity domiciled in Germany and which carries out an activity in the field of science, research and teaching and/or the protection of human rights, the promotion of peace and democracy or the rule of law. The link for the nomination form is provided upon request. Please contact info.hildedomin@daad.de
Tartu Ülikool – Scholarships overview

- On this [website](#), you can find an overview of scholarships and funding opportunities offered in different research fields (Arts and Humanities, Social Sciences, Science and Technology, Medicine, Interdisciplinary scholarships, new scholarships) by the University of Tartu.

The Austrian Academy of Sciences

- [The Austrian Academy of Sciences](#) offers a variety of fellowships to junior and senior researchers in all fields. An overview of funding opportunities can be found on the [homepage](#).
- [Ukraine statement](#)

The NYU Jordan Center for the Advanced Study of Russia

- **Deadline:** May 1, 2022
- **Eligibility:** The Short-Term Fellowship Program is geared toward scholars who have earned doctoral degrees or the equivalent. Awardees will be expected to participate in the activities of the Jordan Center and have the opportunity to present their work to colleagues and graduate students.
- **Funding:**
  - Up to 5000 USD (may be used for travel, housing, and/or daily expenses)
  - Awardees will be given an NYU affiliation, shared office space, and access to NYU libraries. The Jordan Center does not secure housing.
- [Application guidelines and submission platform](#)

Threatened Scholars Integration Initiative – Open Society University Network

- **Deadline:** 15 March 2022 (for applications), 15 April 2022 (for nominations)
- **Eligibility:** The category of Threatened Scholar includes: career academics, graduate students, and independent scholars, as well as writers, intellectuals, and artists whose work relates to teaching, learning, research, and the publick mission of higher education, and whose lives or livelihoods are currently at risk.
- **Funding:** TSI offers three types of fellowships
○ **Residential fellows** (residence at a OSUN institution). Funding includes salary, benefits, and support for research and travel, following local standards. This fellowship covers a 2 year period, based on available funding and an evaluation after the first year. There is the possibility of renewal for a third academic year.

○ **Non-Residential fellows** are scholars who cannot or choose not to leave their home countries or who are unable to travel from a third country. They pursue distance academic work online and in coordination with host colleagues. This fellowship covers 1 academic year with the possibility for an additional year, based on available funding and an evaluation by the scholar and the host institution. This stipend is lower than the one for residential fellows.

- **How to apply**: Guidelines for how to apply can be found [here](#). Contact: tsi@opensocietyuniversitynetwork.org

**TÜBITAK – The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey**

- **Deadline**: Applications are accepted on a rolling basis.

- **Eligibility**:  
  - Fellowships are intended for international researchers/scientists who would like to give workshops/conferences/lectures, or conduct R&D activities in Turkey in the fields of Natural Sciences, Engineering and Technological Sciences, Medical Sciences, Agricultural Sciences, Social Sciences and Humanities.
  - Three types of visits:
    - Visiting Scientists on Short term (up to 1 month)
    - Visiting Scientists on Long term (up to 12 months)
    - Scientists/researchers on Sabbatical leave (from 3 to 12 months)

- **Application requirements**:  
  - Fellows can be citizens of any country  
  - Fellows should have a PhD degree (or equivalent) or have at least 5 years of research experience  
  - Fellows should be invited by a hosting institution in Turkey, which can be universities, research institutions, or industrial companies with a R&D unit  
  - Fellows on Sabbatical leave should be invited for duration of at least 3 months

- **Funding**: Details for each type of visit are listed [here](#).
How to apply: All applications should be submitted by the host scientist/institution. All applications must be submitted electronically via this portal. All required documents must be uploaded electronically.

UAF

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** UAF provides support to refugee students and professionals in their studies and in finding their employment on the Dutch labor market
- **Funding:** coaching, financial support, advocacy
- **How to apply:**
  - You have a Dutch residence permit because you applied for asylum.
  - You received your residence permit less than five years ago (date of the decision).
  - You are following a Dutch language course (level B1).
  - You attended school in your country of origin. Your level of education is comparable to the Dutch havo 5 level or 12 years of preliminary education.

  Other conditions apply to asylum applicants whose procedure is still ongoing:
  - You have applied for asylum in the Netherlands and an asylum procedure is ongoing.
  - You are in your first asylum procedure.
  - You have had the second interview/Nader Gehoor with the IND and you are still waiting for a decision from the IND.
  - After a negative decision from the IND, you have received a positive decision from the court. (Your first procedure is again being processed by the IND.)
  *If there is a repeated asylum application (HASA) or an appeal, you cannot apply.
  - You speak English or Dutch at an intermediate or high level
  - You have completed prior education in your country of origin comparable to the Dutch havo 5 level or 12 years of previous education.
  - Without a residence permit you cannot get support from the UAF to start work.

- Register [here](#) for support

Volkswagen Stiftung – Gastforschungsprogramm für geflohene ukrainische Wissenschaftler*innen

- **Deadline:** any time
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian academics who were forced to flee from their country to Germany or will arrive in Germany in the next couple of weeks. The host institution will be a university or research institution in Germany.
- **Duration:** 6 to 12 months
- **Funding:** monthly stipend of 1.500 EUR for PhD candidates / 2.100 EUR for researchers with a PhD doctorate. For additional information please consult the following document [here](#).
- **How to apply:** The application details and requirements are outlined in the following [document](#). Applications have to be submitted on this [platform](#).

**Walter Benjamin Programm - DFG**

- **Deadline:** The application can be made at any time.
- **Eligibility:** Normally the program is for early post-doc students, but every scholar with refugee status is encouraged to search it. Especially Russian and Ukrainian scholars.
  
  - At the time the application is submitted, the person has not been outside their home country for more than three years
  - there is a residence status in connection with an asylum procedure within the EU, which indicates a recognized risk, or
  - Instead of proof of residence status, credible proof of risk from a third party, drawn up no more than 12 months before the application is submitted, is submitted, e.g. B. Documentation by the Scholars at Risk Network (SAR) or the Council for At-Risk Academics (CARA).
- **Funding:** Fellowship for up to 2 years
- **How to apply:**
  - for questions write to: Sascha.Klein@dfg.de

**Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin**

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:**
  - Both senior and junior academics and scientists can apply. Junior candidates should hold a PhD and have published one monograph at the minimum (in the Humanities) or several articles in renowned journals (in the Social Sciences and Natural Sciences)
  - Good passive knowledge of the English language
Candidates should be prepared to live and work in residency (Campus des Wissenschaftskolleges im Grunewald).

- **Application requirements:**
  - CV, including a list of publications
  - 1 or 2 recent articles (in German, English or French)
  - Project description (3 to 5 pages)

- **Application platform**
FUNDING PER CATEGORY: ARTISTS

Artists at Risk

- **Deadline:** applications are accepted at any time
- **Eligibility:** art-practitioners from all over the world who face sustained persecution, involuntary displacement, unjust imprisonment, torture or ongoing death threats
- **Duration:** AR’s residencies are temporary; Artists at Risk should not be regarded as a government-type guaranteed welfare provider
- **Funding:** AR-Safe Haven Residencies usually include accommodation (and in some cases a studio), and a monthly living grant. Travel, visa and travel-insurance and a limited budget for production and legal costs are also included. Each residency, however, offers different conditions. Some residencies can support families.

  - Application form for non-Afghan applicants
  - Application form for Afghan applicants
  - Application form for Ukrainian applicants

DAI – Dutch Art Institute

- **Deadline:** 06 March 2022 and 03 April 2022 for non-EU passport-holders.
  - The applications will be reviewed immediately, so the applicant does not have to wait until the deadline.
- **Eligibility:** the applicant must have an artistic practice
  - Ukrainian and non-EU applicants will be prioritized
- **Duration:** Two different scholarships ARTEZ & HOLLAND scholarships, both are 2 years, 2022-2024
- **Funding:** A scholarship connecting the applicant to the Institute, additional funding will be possible according to the financial circumstances of the applicant

  - Application Form
  - Homepage
Emergency Temporary Relocation Resources for artists and cultural workers

- Extensive list of the residencies/relocations offered to especially Ukrainian artists and cultural workers. Indexed via nations. Being updated every day: List of Residency Offers

Karne Kunst - Residency for Ukrainian Refugee Artists

- **Deadline:** 15.03.2022
- **Eligibility:** the applicant must have an practice in any field of art, also research and science
- **Funding:** Free space to live, including the opportunity to bring family
- **Duration:** 1 month
- **How to apply:**
  - Send an email to info@karnekunst.com including CV/portfolio and which month from April-June you’re applying for.
- **Homepage**

KONE Foundation – Emergency residencies for Ukrainian artists and art professionals in Finland

- **Deadline:** Open for requests as long as there are available places in the two residencies. The priority is to respond to the urgent need for accommodation for artists and art professionals.
- **Eligibility:** For artists and art professionals who are fleeing from or have been displaced due to the war in Ukraine. Both short and long stays in Finland are provided for individuals and families.
- **Funding:** The residency covers the travel and living costs of the residents. The family residency can be extended to four people. More information can be found on the website.
- **Duration:** 1 week up to 3 months.
- **How to apply:** For information about the available options, please contact the foundation at ukraineaid@hiap.fi
Stand for Art

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** the applicant must be an artist or a cultural creator; originate from an Arab country; be in peril or face a tangible and verifiable threat
- **Funding:** the amount is determined in each individual case by a number of clear criteria such as the severity of the risk, the urgency of the case, the program’s budget, and living costs in the country of residence or in the host country
- **How to apply:**
  - Send an email to artist@mawred.org explaining your case.
  - Once the program team ascertains that you meet the eligibility criteria, they will send you an application form which should be filled out in Arabic only.
  - Prepare the required supporting documents (as explained in the application form) and include them with the form as attachments. For further inquiries, please contact the program’s team: artist@mawred.org
FUNDING PER CATEGORY: JOURNALISTS

Boris Nemtsov Fellowship Program

- **Deadline**: will be announced on the official webpage of the Foundation
- **Eligibility**: individuals who are persecuted for reason of their political persuasion or/and involved in various forms of assistance, either professional (lawyers, journalists, etc.) or non-professional (human rights defenders, activists, etc.) and, therefore, were forced to leave their home country
- **Duration**: 6 months
- **Funding**: the Foundation provides fellowship awards contingent upon availability of financial resources
- **Application requirements**
  - Application form

Digital Defenders Partnership – Incident Emergency Fund

- **Deadline**: applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility**: Human rights defenders, journalists, activists, or organizations facing digital threats and attacks.
- **Duration**: 4 to 6 months
- **Funding**: up to 10.000 EUR. Examples of what can be covered:
  - Replacement of hardware or software that has been taken, lost or stolen
  - Purchase of more secure hard- and/or software and costs related to installation of the new systems
  - Technical or non-technical activities to respond to urgent issues such as internet blockages
  - Training or accompaniment on digital or other security issues
  - Measures to improve physical security
  - Measures to address the psychological and psychosocial impact of digital threats and attacks
- **How to apply**: Fill out the secure application form on the [website](#). Here, you can also find more information on the application process and guidelines before applying. By filling out the application form, you will get an account to submit and track the progress of your application.
Freedom House

- **Contact:** team@digitaldefenders.org

**Freedom House**

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** Human rights defenders, civil society organizations and survivors of severe religious persecution
- **Funding:** Freedom House meets the specific needs of each individual or organization (such as legal defense, resilience grants, preventive security training, access to medical treatment).

There are two key emergency assistance funds:

  - **The Lifeline Embattled CSO Assistance Fund** provides emergency financial assistance to civil society organizations under threat or attack and rapid response advocacy and resilience grants to support CSOs in responding to broader threats against civic space. Lifeline is a consortium of 7 international NGOs and receives contributions from a Donor Steering Committee of 19 governments that support democracy and human rights.
  - **The Dignity for All: LGBTI Assistance Program** provides emergency funds to human rights defenders and civil society organizations under threat or attack for their work.

- **How to apply:** to inquire about submitting an application for assistance, please contact info@csolifeline.org

Reagan-Fascell Democracy Fellowship (NED)

- **Deadline:** next application will be open Summer 2022
- **Eligibility:**
  - practitioners from developing and aspiring democracies, and those from non-democratic countries;
  - proficiency in the English language;
  - propose a project focusing on the political, social, economic, legal or cultural aspects of democratic development;
  - be available to work in residence at the International Forum for Democratic Studies in Washington, D.C. during the 5 month fellowship period (October 1–February 28 or March 1–July 31)
● have substantial practical experience working to promote democracy or human rights in the country of your origin or interest
● be mid-career professional

● **Duration**: 5 months

● **Funding:**
  o Each fellow receives a monthly stipend for living expenses, plus basic health insurance and roundtrip travel to and from Washington, D.C., at the beginning and end of the fellowship period.
  o Fellowship payments are calculated to cover the cost of a short-term, furnished rental apartment, plus ‘cost of living’ for food, local transportation, and other necessities.
  o Fellows are provided with a fully equipped office, plus a limited budget for long-distance phone calls and professional travel within the United States.
  o Please note that fellows who wish to bring family members with them to Washington, D.C., will be expected to cover the costs of their dependents’ roundtrip travel and stay within the United States.

● **How to apply:**
  ○ in order to apply first create an account through the [online portal](#). Click here for detailed instructions. Once you have set up an account, submit following documents in English:
    ■ Applicant information
    ■ Project proposal
    ■ Letter of recommendation
    ■ Resume/CV and Biography

**Reporters Respond**

● **Deadline:**
  ○ E-Mail at [reportersrespond@freepressunlimited.org](mailto:reportersrespond@freepressunlimited.org). The fund will do the utmost to provide the support as soon as possible. In the most urgent cases, support can be offered within 24 hours.

● **Eligibility:**
  ○ Media professionals in distress
  ○ You represent a media organization or you are a media professional practicing individually (i.e. employed or freelance journalists, fixers, bloggers, or other media-related professionals);
○ Your emergency situation is a direct result of your work in journalism;
○ You recognise that this assistance is not structural but provided on an incidental (one-time) basis;
○ You recognise that the aim of our support is to resume your work as soon as possible;
○ Your situation can be confirmed by at least two trusted sources outside of yourself.

● **Funding:**
  ○ Medical assistance: for injuries sustained in the course of the journalists work;
  ○ Subsistence costs: short term support for journalists who are not able to work, or costs to temporarily flee an unsafe or vulnerable situation;
  ○ Legal defense support: legal representation for journalists facing prosecution, disputable lawsuits, or any other form of legal intimidation related to their work; cover the costs of judicial proceedings; assist media workers that have been arbitrarily detained or imprisoned (and their families);
  ○ Psycho-social support: advice, referral, and funds to seek psychosocial assistance;
  ○ Work provisions: replacement of confiscated or destroyed equipment due to a work-related emergency;
  ○ Family support: temporary support for family members of journalists who are unable to work, who are imprisoned, or who are deceased;
  ○ (Preventive) safety measures: security advice, digital tools such as VPNs for digital protection, PPE protection materials like face masks, and safety equipment like bulletproof vests.

● **Application form**

**Reporters Without Borders**

● **Deadline:** requests for help can be sent at any time

● **What do we offer:**
  ○ the victims of violence connected with their reporting to obtain appropriate medical care
  ○ wrongfully prosecuted journalists to pay their legal fees
  ○ threatened journalists to find a safe refuge
  ○ journalists to resolve their most urgent needs if they decide to flee abroad because of threats and persecution
  ○ families of journalists to cope with the consequences of the reprisals to which their loved ones have been exposed.
● How to apply:
  ○ requests by individuals, NGOs or media outlets for assistance should be sent to:
    Reporters without Borders, Assistance Desk, CS 90247, 75083 Paris Cedex 02, France

● Contacts:
  ○ assistance@rsf.org (+33 1 4483 6056): for NGO and media outlet requests for assistance
  ○ assistance2@rsf.org (+33 1 4483 8466): for individual requests for assistance

Rory Peck Trust

● Deadline: applications can be submitted at any time

● Eligibility: Professional freelance journalists working in news and current affairs whose only source of income comes from journalism. For the General Eligibility criteria, please look here.

You must meet all the criteria to apply to any of the funds.

● Funding: The Rory Peck Trust offers the following funds:
  ○ Crisis Fund (helps with costs associated with an immediate crisis, either personal or in cases of force majeure such as natural disasters or political and civil unrest); simplified application process for Ukrainian journalists!
  ○ Recovery Fund (provides grants to freelance journalists and their families who are facing financial hardship as a direct result of their work.
  ○ Trauma Therapy Fund (covers the cost of treatment for those who would like professional psychological support).

● How to apply: click on the link of the fund to which you want to apply to get access to the application form.
FUNDING PER CATEGORY:
LAWYERS & HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS &
CIVIL SOCIETY ACTIVISTS

Boris Nemtsov Fellowship Program

- **Deadline**: will be announced on the official webpage of the Foundation
- **Eligibility**: individuals who are persecuted for reason of their political persuasion or/and involved in various forms of assistance, either professional (lawyers, journalists, etc.) or non-professional (human rights defenders, activists, etc.) and, therefore, were forced to leave their home country
- **Duration**: 6 months
- **Funding**: the Foundation provides fellowship awards contingent upon availability of financial resources
- **Application requirements**
- **Application form**

CEELI Institute – Judicial Workshop Training Series

- **Eligibility**: judges from Central and Eastern Europe who are members of the CEELI Institute’s Judicial Exchange Network or who wish to join

**Workshop #3: Adjudication Skills for Complex Fraud and Corruption Cases** (the course will also look at existing examples of systems in place to deal with fraud and corruption crimes, such as the High Anti-Corruption Court in Ukraine)

- When: June 24–26, 2022
- Where: Prague
- Registration not open yet
- Simult. translation provided

**Workshop #4: Adjudication of Transnational Crimes: Environmental Law Crimes in Central and Eastern Europe**
● When: September 23–25, 2022
● Where: Prague
● Registration not open yet
● Simult. translation provided

Crisis Response Fund

● **Deadline**: applications can be submitted at any time
● **Eligibility**: The Crisis Response Fund provides urgent funding to civil society actors who are facing crises of freedom in assembly and association to conduct advocacy activities or looking to respond proactively to threats to civic freedoms through resiliency activities.
● **Funding**: The CRF provides funding for either advocacy or resiliency grants for 3–6 months for civil society actors, for up to US $ 10000.00 (for individual applicants) and US $ 20000.00 (for two or more applicants).

Application requirements

Digital Defenders Partnership – Incident Emergency Fund

● **Deadline**: applications can be submitted at any time
● **Eligibility**: human rights defenders, journalists, activists, or organizations facing digital threats and attacks
● **Duration**: 4 to 6 months
● **Funding**: up to 10,000 EUR. Examples of what can be covered:
  o Replacement of hardware or software that has been taken, lost or stolen
  o Purchase of more secure hard- and/or software and costs related to installation of the new systems
  o Technical or non-technical activities to respond to urgent issues such as internet blockages
  o Training or accompaniment on digital or other security issues
  o Measures to improve physical security
  o Measures to address the psychological and psychosocial impact of digital threats and attacks

● **How to apply**: Fill out the secure application form on the [website](#). Here, you can also find more information on the application process and guidelines before applying. By filling out the application form, you will get an account to submit and track the progress of your application.
● **Contact:** team@digitaldefenders.org

**Euro-Mediterranean Foundation**

- **Deadline:** urgent grant requests are assessed on a rolling basis
- **Eligibility:** requests for emergency funding are considered when applicants can show that an intervention by the Foundation will help counter threats against their lives and/or those of members of their family and reinforce the visibility and pursuit of their activities at a strategic timing; the request is such that it cannot be fully supported on an emergency basis by another national, regional, or international organization
- **Funding:** the amount of funding requested may not exceed 5,000 EUR
- **How to apply:** send your application in a WORD-format to the following email address: grants@emhrf.org. Application form can be downloaded [here](#).

**Freedom House**

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** human rights defenders, civil society organizations and survivors of severe religious persecution
- **Funding:** Freedom House meets the specific needs of each individual or organization (such as legal defense, resilience grants, preventive security training, access to medical treatment.). There are two key emergency assistance funds:
  - **The Lifeline Embattled CSO Assistance Fund** provides emergency financial assistance to civil society organizations under threat or attack and rapid response advocacy and resilience grants to support CSOs in responding to broader threats against civic space. Lifeline is a consortium of 7 international NGOs and receives contributions from a Donor Steering Committee of 19 governments that support democracy and human rights.
  - **The Dignity for All: LGBTI Assistance Program** provides emergency funds to human rights defenders and civil society organizations under threat or attack for their work.
- **How to apply:** to inquire about submitting an application for assistance, please contact info@csolifeline.org
Frontline Defenders

- **Deadline**: applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility**: human rights defenders at risk
- **Funding**: grants are for amounts up to a maximum of 7,500 EUR
  - improving physical security of an organization or individual, digital security and communication security
  - supporting legal fees for HRDs who are being judicially harassed
  - paying for medical fees for HRDs who have been attacked or who have suffered a medical condition as a result of their peaceful human rights activities
  - providing family assistance for imprisoned HRDs or family members who are at risk because of a HRDs activities
- **Application form**

Reagan-Fascell Democracy Fellowship (NED)

- **Deadline**: next application will be open Summer 2022
- **Eligibility**:
  - practitioners from developing and aspiring democracies, and those from non-democratic countries;
  - proficiency in the English language;
  - propose a project focusing on the political, social, economic, legal or cultural aspects of democratic development;
  - be available to work in residence at the International Forum for Democratic Studies in Washington, D.C. during the 5 month fellowship period (October 1–February 28 or March 1–July 31)
  - have substantial practical experience working to promote democracy or human rights in the country of your origin or interest
  - be mid-career professional
- **Duration**: 5 months
- **Funding**:
  - Each fellow receives a monthly stipend for living expenses, plus basic health insurance and roundtrip travel to and from Washington, D.C., at the beginning and end of the fellowship period.
Fellowship payments are calculated to cover the cost of a short-term, furnished rental apartment, plus “cost of living” for food, local transportation, and other necessities.

Fellows are provided with a fully equipped office, plus a limited budget for long-distance phone calls and professional travel within the United States.

Please note that fellows who wish to bring family members with them to Washington, D.C., will be expected to cover the costs of their dependents’ roundtrip travel and stay within the United States.

How to apply:

In order to apply, first create an account through the online portal. Click here for detailed instructions. Once you have set up an account, submit following documents in English:

- Applicant information
- Project proposal
- Letter of recommendation